To: Joint Steering Committee for Development of RDA
From: Barbara B. Tillett, LC Representative
Subject: Performances – Addition of examples in RDA 6.12.1.3 and 6.27.3

LC thanks EURIG for this proposal to add new examples for recorded musical performances.

**Proposed revisions: Change to RDA Examples at 6.12.1.3 Recording Other Distinguishing Characteristics of the Expression**

We have commented elsewhere (6JSC/EURIG/Discussion/1/LC response) on the inclusion of the name of a contributor in the authorized access point for an expression, an element we favor treating differently from what that discussion paper suggests.

We do not agree to add music examples under the 6.12.1.3 general instructions, as the music examples should be covered at 6.18. However, we recognize 6.18 is problematic and would prefer that the deficiencies of 6.18 be addressed by the RDA Music Joint Working Group, and that suitable examples be added once the subrules there are expanded.